TutorialHexa-meshing a Steering
Wheel
(written by Jacob Tremmel, Student at Altair)
Updated to 2017.2
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Hexa meshing seems to be a tricky issue in many cases, especially when it
comes to rounded volumes.
Therefore I have drawn a CAD model in solidThinking and managed to put a
hexa mesh with an element size of 0.5 on it using HyperMesh.
In this Tutorial I will explain how to do this within 22 pages.
As there are many steps to perform, please understand that not every action is
explained in detail. Thus I think it is suited for students who already have some
basic experience with HyperWorks.
Furthermore, try to stick to the instructions of this tutorial because small
changes of for example any value of the mesh size could may cause troubles …

At first, open HyperMesh and the HyperMesh file named
steering_wheel_hexa.hm.

As you see in the image above, the steering wheel consists of a single
volume and some lines, both organized in two different component collectors.
This would be enough to mesh with tetra elements and run a simple analysis.
However, for the hexa mesh, we need to prepare the steering wheel before
meshing. More precisely, we need to trim the volume into many single,
mappable solids because a solid map mesh always needs source and
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destination surfaces/elements and a direction to
drag the elements along.
For the start it will do to have the solid in the
wheel collector. So right click it and Rename it.
Repeat this with the second component and
name it lines.

Create four more components and name them as shown on the right and try to
use the same colors to ease comparison.
Later on, we will split the solid and distribute the parts to the still empty
component collectors. Mask the lines component to have clear view on your
model.
It is important to know that we will mesh half of the wheel only and complete the
wheel by duplicating and reflecting.
Probably you now understand the naming of the components.
Change the view to By 3D Topo to better control your trimmings.
Then click Geometry > Edit > Solids > Trim with Lines and decide for the column
in the middle of the panel. Mark the solids selector and pick your solid by clicking
the left mouse button while dragging over the solid until it is highlighted in
white. Then switch to the lines selector and choose one of the three junctions.
Mark every line all around this junction and click Trim to execute.

After repeating this procedure with the other two junctions, the state color of the
surfaces should change to yellow.
Also trim the inner part from the spokes applying the same feature.
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Your model should look like the image shown below.

Next, we delete the short axis at the rear and use the profile line to cut a
cylinder throw the whole inner solid and remove it as well, to simplify the hexa
meshing.
Therefore we stay in the same panel, but decide for the right column.
Select the inner solid and mark the two lines at the end of the axis which form a
circle.

Choose the y-axis for the sweep direction and press trim.
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To get the model as displayed above on the right, you have to delete the just
created solid in the middle.
Therefore switch to the Delete panel and toggle the
selector to solids. Mark the solid to delete and be
sure to enable the checkbox named delete bounding
surfs before entering.

In the next steps we will trim the solid in the middle again. But instead of
removing the created solid, we consider it for the start of our meshing.
Previously we create a temp node that will
make it easier to define a trimming plane:
Press F4 to open the Distance panel and toggle
to three nodes.
Then press and hold the left mouse button to
highlight the circle in the middle.
Mark three points on the circle and click circle
center.

Now draw a circle with the radius 3. Choose
the midpoint of the model (temp node) as
center.
Define three points on the circle to determine
the plane alignment.
Afterwards, translate the circle 1 unit on the
y-axis. Use the translate+ button.
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Note: There can be intersection errors if the circle is placed directly on the solid
it will trim.
Use the trim with lines feature to smooth the line through the solid. Pay attention
to choose the correct vector (y-axis) for the trim direction.
We will go on splitting the geometry into
two parts. We will use the trim with
plane/surf subpanel to perform this
issue.
Select the solids as shown on the right
image.
To define the trimming plane, set the
xaxis as a vector perpendicular to the
trimming plane and choose for the
basepoint (B) the currently created temp
node in the middle of the circle.
Press F5 to enter the Mask panel and
objects on the left side.

select all

Now your steering wheel should look like this:

Before hexa meshing comes into play please alter to the Organize panel and
allocate the single solids to their proper component.
For example move the solid in the very middle in the component named
first_ring.
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Note: If you change your view back to Auto, you can check your allocations.
Our meshing strategy is to begin the hexa mesh in the middle and go ahead
outwards.
Because there are these yellow associated surfaces emerged from trimming we
have to duplicate the right part of the solids of the first_ring and second_ring
component into another single component we could name for example
rings_copy. Use the duplicate function from the extended selection menu and
perform with a click on move.
Caused by this action the solid loses the connection to the others, remaining only
green edges that let suppress themselves.
After isolating this new component, it should appear like this:

Before we start meshing the volumes, we
better suppress the shared edges which would irritate the algorithm and cause
failure very often.
Press F11 to open the Quick edit panel and decide for the selector named toggle
edge. Pick the lines that are marked on the image below with the left mouse
button.
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Note: Toggle means, to change the status of a line.
If you toggle a line by mistake, you can turn it back to a shared edge if you just
right-click it.
I will not mention every line which needs to be suppressed in future so be careful
and overview your model before meshing.

Putting a 2D mesh on particular surfaces guarantees a better mesh orientation
and will always ease the meshing process.
At first, we will create a 2D mesh on the cross-section surface of the second ring.
Therefore press F12 to open the automesh panel.
Set the settings as shown below.
Vary the density at the edges by clicking
the left and right mouse button on the
numbers next to the edges to discover
the optimum mesh quality.
I will use 14 on the straight, 8 on the
two rounded and 4 on the rounded line
in the middle.

We will see about the hexa mesh next.
Open the solid map panel and toggle to general. Set the selectors as shown
below and input the information to the selectors from the left to the right. Finish
your operation with a final click on mesh.
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The image on the right depicts the results you
should come to.

Note: The currently created elements are
moved into a new component named solidmap
automatically. Just use the Organize panel to
shift them to the component named
second_ring.
Go on with a 2D mesh on the upper
surface of the first ring. Just take over
the settings that are still saved.
Note: At this point it is essential to adapt
the density of the nodes to the mesh
given already. Otherwise you will fail to
associate the meshes later. The
optimum values for this mesh are 3 for
the short edges and 19 for the long
edges.

Click the Edges icon and mark all
elements displayed. Input the value 0.3
for the tolerance and click preview equiv
to stress the nodes that are not
equivalenced.
To perform the association, just click on
equivalence.
Note: Always check before executing
because if your tolerance is inapplicable
you may collapse nodes you still need.

Use the solid map > general panel again to fill the inner solid.

Note: We are going to drag the elements from the top downwards this time. So
there are four faces to pick for the selector along geom.
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When you finished to mesh and moved the created elements to their proper
component it should look like this:

In turn the new hexa elements are not associated to the adjacent mesh yet.
Open the Faces panel that, instead of treating edges, handles the faces of
elements in terms of association.
Highlight the elements again, take over the tolerance and click preview equiv.
Perform using equivalence if the preview attracts your satisfaction.

Up to now, we finished with the inner part and will go on preparing for the
spokes.
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In the next steps, we will
orientate the hexa mesh
towards the round
suppressed edge deriving
from the crossing spoke.

Therefore press Shift + F8 to open the Node edit panel.
Pick the outer surface of the
second ring. The selector will
change to node to place
automatically.

Just pick one node after the other and place it on the suppressed edge by
clicking on the suppressed edge. Although it is possible to split hexa elements to
two pentas, try to avoid it.
Note: It is not always clearly visible that a node was placed on an edge. But you
can check by the output message at the bottom left corner.
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The next image displays how I did that job:

The black arrows show the elements I had to split.
How to split elements you will learn next.

Press Shift + F6 to open the Split panel.
Toggle to the hexa elements subpanel
and set the kind of split to two pentas.
Select the hexa element you want to
split and pick the two nodes that should
define the split line.
Note: The splitting action will effect on
all counterpart elements. It is important
to take care that the splitting rail is
performed up to the last element.
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The preview button is very helpful
though. It calculates the splitting rail
and highlights the joined elements.

When you finished the crossing of the right spoke, turn your model and repeat
the same steps with the other crossing.
When you finished adapting and splitting your model could look like this:

Open the Faces panel and select the
elements as shown on the right and click
find faces.
Now you have 2D elements that can be
selected for the next solid map namely
the right spoke.
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Open the solid map panel and mesh the
right spoke exactly like you did it before
with the second ring.
Note: Be sure to only select the 2D
elements for the elements to drag. In
case of doubt, hide the elements of the
second ring to get a better overview.

Repeat the steps above with the spoke
in the middle.

Next we will trim thewheel solid to
manage the mesh around the
crossings of the spokes.

Open the solid edit panel and switch to trim with lines. Choose the right column
and pick the solid and lines as shown on the right.
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For the sweep direction define a
vector on the line as shown on the
right.
Repeat this with the other crossing.

This is how the results should look like

To mesh the solid we just created by
splitting the wheel, you have to carry
the mesh to the wheel. For this
purpose we build faces of it.

Note: Every time you want to input element data for the solid map you need to
create 2D mesh before because the feature asks for definite surfaces and not for
surfaces that are on different planes/geometry surfaces as it is given by volume
elements.
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Open the solid map panel again and
mesh the solid as shown on the right.
Therefore use the face elements as
elements to drag and the counterpart
surface for the dest geometry.
Be sure to catch all surrounding
surfaces for the selector named along
geometry.

Repeat this process with the other
solid at the spoke_middle.

The next step will be to split the wheel
again, using the solid edit > trim with
nodes panel to define a trimming plane
with the aid of nodes from the given
mesh.
Select the solid and the nodes as
indicated on the left.
Enable the extend trimmer checkbox.

Have a look to the image on the right. Each arrow points another row of 3D
elements.
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It is very important to pay attention
to this number because we have to
trim the wheel solid at the other
crossing again, depending on the
element number we decided for this
crossing.
As you can see on the right, I
trimmed the solid again depending on
the number of elements (has to be
identical) defining a new surface. You
will understand the reason why after
performing the next steps.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.

Set up a 2D mesh on the upper small
surface which was generated by the
trimming.
Be sure to set the density to 4 at both
edges.
Also allow triangles in this case by
switching the element type to Mixed.
Repeat this step with the small
surface at the bottom.
Also mesh the small surfaces of the
other crossing (spoke_middle).
Always consider to open the Edges
panel and equivalence the edges that
are not stitched together.
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After adding the faces (2D elements)
of the concluded elements, your
steering wheel should look like this:

Note: The numbers of the 2D
elements on both faces have to be
identical to go on.
This is because we will build a
connection between two meshes.
To create the mesh in between the algorithm needs clear information and finds
the opposite elements to match by itself.
So open the solid map > general panel and select all the elements on the right
for elems to drag and all the elements on the left for elems to match. The along
geom will be the two solids in between, building a pipe. Choose 0.5 for the
element size.
If all input information were
correct,
the
algorithm
should
build up a
solid mesh
between the 2D elements.
To do the other pipe on the top right,
create 2D elements as we did it
before.

Use the general panel again but, as we do not have elems to match we toggle
dest geom to surf and pick the circle at the end.
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Mesh the small solids near the crossings that are still left as you did it above. In
this case it is not possible to select both elems to drag and elems to match,
although they do exist.
Thus use the surface as destination instead of elements to match.
0.6 will be an acceptable element size.

Overview your mesh attentively. Do you see the problem?
The currently new create 3D mesh is not consistent with the mesh underneath
colored in red. If you try to connect the nodes by using equivalence you will be
in a hole because the offsets are larger than the distance between some
elements. So the mesh needs manual adjustments here.
First, press Shift + F8 to open the
Node Edit panel. Select the surface as
shown in the image on the right.
Then mask the first row of elements
and pick the nodes you want to move
first and then click any position on the
surface you want to move the node
to.
Repeat this row after row, until all
nodes are nearly consistent and use
the equivalence button (Edges panel)
to connect them finally.
The image on the right depicts how
the choice of the preview equiv should
look like after editing.
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Mesh the lower solid of this crossing and the two small solids at the other
crossing exactly the same way. Use 0.9 for the element size at the other
crossing to get the correct number of elements in drag direction (only two
because it is only the one half of the other spoke).

The image above displays the wheel nearly finished. Before you duplicate and
reflect the elements, you should check your element quality. If there is for
example too much warpage, the solver will not run the analysis completely. The
element quality depends on your initial mesh.
If you are not satisfied with the quality at all, you should start from the
beginning, trying a different density of the mesh.
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Press F10 to open the Check Elements
panel. If you click on warpage the
program highlights all elements with a
warpage larger than 5.
For practice, a maximum value of 50
will do. You can withdraw this
information from the output message
in the bottom left corner.

Change the value until only the worst elements are highlighted
and click on safe failed. These elements are now placed in the user mark and can
be restored in any selector with the retrieve button.

Have a look on these elements. They
are really bad and need to be changed
a little bit.
Sometimes it will be enough to just
slide a single node to improve mesh
quality dramatically.
In this case, we will use the Distances
panel to change the distances
between two nodes.

Just click the node you want to move
after clicking on the node you want to
retain and change the displayed
distance value as you like.

Note: Be aware that changing any
node will also change the form of all
associated elements (including the
hidden!).
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The arrow indicates the elements
that were edited already:

If you are satisfied with the element quality you are ready to mirror the elements
to finish the steering wheel.
Open the reflect panel you can find in the Tool menu.

Mark all elements and click duplicate from the extended selection window.
Decide for the original comp to allocate the duplicate elements. Choose the xaxis as vector (perpendicular) and pick the yellow temp node you created at the
beginning as base point. Before you perform with a click on reflect, toggle the
setting named Bar Elements: to Maintain Element Connectivity.
The image on the right displays the steering
wheel right after the reflection:

At last, you have to equivalence the halves by using the Faces Panel.
Now you can define materials, properties, loads and constraints and run your
analysis.
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